Understanding Crystallization Pathways of Manganese Oxide Polymorphs
Formation by using in-situ X-ray Scattering
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Hydrothermal synthesis is challenging in metal oxide systems with diverse polymorphism, as subtle variations in synthesis parameters significantly change the reaction products. This sensitivity is rooted in the non-equilibrium nature of low-temperature crystallization, during which the competition between different metastable phases can lead to complex multistage crystallization pathways. Here, we propose a theoretical framework to predict how particle size and solution composition influence polymorph stability during nucleation and growth. To validate this framework experimentally, we use the hydrothermal synthesis of MnO₂ as a demonstration case. We investigate the nature of synthesis pathways by using in-situ X-ray techniques, including scattering and spectroscopy, to monitor how the species in the solution evolves during the reaction in real-time. In the experiment, three synthesis pathways with varying potassium ion concentrations ([K⁺] = 0, 0.2, and 0.33 M) in the solution were studied. We find that our computed size-dependent phase diagrams qualitatively capture which metastable/intermediate polymorphs appear, the order of their appearance, and their relative lifetimes, under these three [K⁺] conditions. This combination of computational and experimental approach offers a more rational and systematic paradigm for the aqueous synthesis of target metal oxides.